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This volume contains summaries of the State's expenditures for the 
fourth quarter of FY 78-79 and summaries of other information required 
by the Fiscal Accountability Act (Act 561). A 30 day period after the 
end of each quarter is provided for agencies to submit reports required 
under the Act. In addition, the State allows agencies 30 days to close 
out their accounts after the close of the fiscal year. Preparation of 
the fiscal data in this report is not begun until 60 days after June 30 
in order to include fiscal transactions which occur during the close out 
period. After the data is collected it is stored at the Audit Council 
for future reference and summaries are prepared for inclusion in this 
report to the General Assembly. 
The reporting system for the Fiscal Accountability Act is now 
almost completely automated except for the quarterly personnel reporting 
requirements and the biennial organization chart submission. Mbst of 
the purchasing, budget and expenditure data is stored on microfiche. 
Those who wish to review more detailed data than is contained in this 
report should contact the Audit Council at 758-5322. 
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This volume contains summaries of the various types of data reported 
each quarter under the Fiscal Accountability Act (Act 561). The report-
ing requirements encompass most areas of agency management-commodity 
purchasing, personnel, and fiscal activities. The design of the monitoring 
capabilities of the system is being coordinated closely with the State 
Auditor's Office and the Comptroller General in order to ensure that the 
system helps satisfy the information needs of as many oversight agencies 
as possible. 
The Audit Council has recommended that the entire reporting system 
that has been developed for the FAA be transferred to the Office of the 
Comptroller General. It will then be incorporated into the new State-
wide Accounting and Reporting System (STARS). This will eliminate 
unnecessary duplication and improve the efficiency and timeliness of 
providing useful information to the General Assembly. 
This is the eleventh report and it is the seventh volume to contain 
both budget and expenditures data from the automated reports. Uniform 
automated reporting for almost all State agencies is one of the most 
important achievements of the Act. The automated reporting procedures 
continue to undergo testing, validation and refinement. 
The data holdings at the Legislative Audit Council have been con-
verted to microfiche. When the indexing and documentation are com-
pleted, the staff plans to provide orientation sessions for staff members 
of other legislative bodies as well as for other State agencies that are 
concerned with research and oversight. The sessions will explain the 
full scope of the data holdings and the ways in which the data could be 
used will be discussed. 
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I. EXP~~TION OF L~LE 1. Surnmarv of Emolovee Positions for State 
Agencies. 
Columns 1 through 8 contain data reported quarterly by State 
agencies in accordance with Act 561. Column 9 shows the total 
number of filled, permanent, classified and unclassified posi-
tions carried on the computer records of the State Personnel 
Division as of June 30, i979. Difference between totals 
in column 8 (68,525) and column 9 (60 855) are attributable to 
one or more of the following: ' 
1. There are no precise standard statewide definitions 
for a State employee nor for what constitutes a 
position covered under Act 561. 
2. In order to submit the Personnel Summary Reports 
by the deadline, some agencies use cut-off dates 
as early as thirty days in advance of the cut-
off date used by State Personnel. 
3. Same agencies make changes on the Personnel 
Summary Report prior to sending the changes 
through the personnel system. 
4. The colleges and universities were asked to 
report the total number of persons who passed 
through their temporary/part-time positions 
including graduate assistantships and under-
graduate work study positions. 
The Fiscal Accountability Act as amended requires that agencies 
submit major organizational changes and position summaries on a 
quarterly basis. Complete organization charts are due in mid-
January biennially. T.he State Personnel Division has not yet 
developed a procedure which utilizes their automated records 
system to produce complete and current reports of employee 
positions in State agencies which satisfy the intent of the 
Fiscal Accountability Act. 
The Personnel Division has recommended that the quarterly reporting 
requirement be changed to a semi-annual requirement. The Audit 
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Table 2. Top Recipients of Travel (Budget Class 202), Expenditures 
FY 78-79, Fourth Quarter 
In this report recipients are listed in descending order by 
amounts received during the third quarter. Recipients include both 
commercial vendors such as travel agencies and airlines, and indi-
vidual State employees who were reimbursed for expenses incurred 
while traveling on official State business. 
The rank-order of the list is not totally accurate since the 
computer program sorts and cumulates all recorded expenditures by 
the name of the payee. Depending on how the payee's name is spelled 
on each check, the name may appear in more than one place in the 
list. For example, the computer program will treat "Bankers Trust 
Travel Services," "Bankers Trust Tower," and "Bankers Trust" as 
three different companies. This means that the printout listing must 
then be reviewed and the figures totaled manually whenever a payee 
appears under multiple spellings. The rank-order must then be com-
piled manually. 
Inaccuracies in Table 2 occur because if there are six ways to 
spell a receipient's name on a check but only five of them appear 
in the original "Top 200" printout listing, the total figure shown 
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Table 3. Top Vendors Receiving Payments From the State. 
Similar to Table 2, vendors are listed in descending order 
by amounts received during the fourth quarter. 
The rank-order of the list is not totally accurate since the 
State does not have a unique identifier for each commercial vendor, 
such as the Federal Employer Identification Number. The computer 
program sorts and cumulates all recorded expenditures by the name 
of the payee. Depending on how the payee's name is spelled on each 
check, the name may appear in more than one place on the list. For 
example, the computer program will treat "International Business 
Machines," "IBM Corporation," and "IBM'' as three different companies. 
This means that the printout listing must then be reviewed and the 
figures totaled manually whenever a payee appears under multiple 
spellings. The rank-order must then be recompiled manually. 
Inaccuracies in Table 3 occur because if there are six ways to 
spell a company's name on a check but only five of them appear in 
the "Top 200" printout listing, the total figure shown in this table 
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EXPLANATION OF THE AIITCMATED BUDGET AND EXPENDITURES 
REPORTS FACQl SlB, FACQ160, Ar\ffi FACQ160A 
For identification of origin purposes the printouts are labeled 
FACQ in the top right hand corner. These reports are generated by 
the data processing staff of the Comptroller General's Office from a 
single computer data bank. 
Each of the twelve "Lump Sum" agencies with tape generating capa-
bility and the Financial Data Processing Division of the State Auditor's 
Office prepare computer tapes using a tmiform fonnat. The tapes, with few 
exceptions, contain detailed records of financial transactions in each 
State agency that is required to report under Act 561. S. C. State 
College has acquired an improved computer capability. They are now in 
the process of developing computer programs which will permit them to 
submit a quarterly expenditures tape as do the other Lump Sum agencies. 
The data on these tapes is merged into a central computer file from 
which nine different types of reports are produced. The following pages 
contain photocopies of some of these reports plus tables prepared manually 
from the data in the automated reports. 
The FACQ160A Report (p.40 ) is aggregated to a very high degree. 
It shows the budgets, transfers and expenditures for all of State Government, 
including the Legislative Branch, for each major Budget Code. Because it 
also includes inter-departmental transfers, corrections, and reimbursements, 
the totals and the rate of expenditure figures are distorted. 
The FACQ160 (p.28 ) shows more detail thus permitting most of the areas 
of distortion to be identified if not explained. It shows both the major 
Budget Code and the Transaction Class detail for the entirety of the State's 
accounting system. 
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The FACQ151B (p.23) shows the aggregate activity for each agency. 
The offices specifically exempted from the FAA have been deleted, however, 
their fiscal activity is included in the State totals. 
The last column on the right hand side of the printout copies is 
labeled "Rate of Expenditure." It is a very useful figure for analysts 
because it reflects what percent of the budget was spent during the 
quarter. A 1.0 indicates a one-to-one correspondence - that is, during 
the quarter 100% of the amount budgeted for the quarter was spent. 1.1 
indicates that slightly more than 100% of the quarterly budget was spent. 
To calculate the "Rate of Expenditure" the computer program 
divides the total "Budget" for the accounting period (usually 
the fiscal year) by the number of months in the fiscal account-
ing period and multiplies the results by 3. This yields an 
estimated figure for what the quarter's "Budget" should be. 
The actual expenditures are then divided by the estimated figure 
for the quarter's "Budget" to produce the "Rate of Expenditure." 
The following list explains the codes that appear in the "Rate of 
Exp" column. 
0.0: No funds were expended or less than 0.05% were expended 
from the "Budget" figure appearing on this line. 
1.0: 100% of the quarter's ''Budget" or approximately 25% of 
the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
2.0: Twice the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 50% of the 
year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
3.0: Three times the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 75% 
of the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
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4.0: Four times the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 100% 
of the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
9.9: Missing "Budget" data code. It usually means that there 
were no budget figures for this line. 
The reader should note that there are two sets of automated reports. 
Some expenditures were made during the transition period and in the first 
quarter from funds appropriated for FY 77-78. Also, most of these expen-
ditures were made from grants which correspond to the Federal Fiscal Year 
which ends in October. These types of expenditures are shown on printouts 
which have FY 77-78 in the upper right-hand corner. Expenditures made 
from FY 78-79 funds appear on printouts with FY 78-79 in the upper right-
hand corner. The totals for the State which are on the bottom-line of the 
FY 78-79 Reports include the expenditures from the FY 77-78 Reports. 
II. CAUTIONS IN At'IALYZING TilE FACQ REPORTS 
As in any computer based information system that is in a 
developmental stage, the data presented must be viewed with a 
certain degree of discretion. A few problems have been discovered 
which have the effect of distorting the figures in some areas. 
~fuere it has been possible to identify them, the distorted figures 
have been corrected manually during the preparation of this report 
for printing. The data for the agencies reported on the Financial 
Data Processing Division's tape are the most trouble free. 
Because the Lump Sum agencies, especially the colleges and 
universities, include all their expenditures during the quarter, 
it is possible that certain of their expenditures may appear to 
exceed their budgets by large amounts. One reason this occurs is 
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that some of the expenditures are from capitalization fund accounts 
which were established for projects such as building construction 
several years back. If an agency shows these expenditures, but 
only includes budget figures for the current fiscal year, the agency's 
expenditures may appear at first glance, to have exceeded its budget. 
This is primarily a definitional problem and procedures are 
being developed to resolve it. It is also a characteristic of aggre-
gate level analysis that some precision is lost when expenditures 
from all accounts are displayed together. 
In general, most ofthesetypes of distortions can be identified 
presently when reviewing the other computer reports on file at the 
Audit Council which contain more detail about specific accounts 
within agencies. 
III. PLANNED ANALYSES 
One type of analysis which legislators have requested consis-
tently is a comparative review of expenditures across each quarter 
of the fiscal year to see if there is an unreasonable trend to spend 
more during the final quarter. It is anticipated that for the next 
legislative session the programs will be ready which will provide 
some simple descriptive statistics regarding rates of expenditures 
for both State level analysis as well as for agency level analysis. 
In order to conduct this type of analysis in a way that is meaningful 
to the appropriations process, we must be able to distinquish between 
expenditures out of the current fiscal year's appropriations and 
expenditures from funds earmarked for specific projects in previous 
years. Once this capability is developed to its fullest, it also 
will be possible to analyze expenditures within programs during the 
-21-
life of the programs. This report shows the first step in this 
area, as explained above, with the separation of expenditures 
from FY 77-78 funds and FY 78-79 funds. It is anticipated that 
the new accounting system which is being developed for the State, 
(STARS -State Accounting and Reporting System), will incorporate 
these and other analytical capabilities which the State's current 
accounting system does not have. 
-22-
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DESCRJPTION OF FACQ 210: Agencv Travel Acti vi tv and 
E."<Oendi ture s . 
Section 4(1) of the Fiscal Accoun~ability Act requires ea~~ 
agency to provide to the Audit Council: 
A statement of expenditures for air travel 
and o~1.er public transportation, mileage, 
per diem and subsistence in the previous 
quarter and the persons to whom such expen-
ditures were paid. 
The table is derived from the new automated system for reporting 
travel expenditures. It provides a breakdown of the State's 
travel expenditures for each agency. It shows, for each agency, 
the number of air trips, amounts spent on air travel, public 
transportation, mileage reimbursements, miscellaneous, and 
combined expenditures for per diem and subsistence as well as 
revenue sources. It also distinguishes between payments made 
to individuals and to commercial firms. 
There is another report on file at the Audit Council which shows 
the same detail of travel expenditures for each employee during 
the quarter. 
This automated system was developed by the Comptroller General's 
Office in order to improve the efficiency of reporting. The 
data is taken fram employees' travel vouchers when the vouchers 
are processed through the Comptroller's Office. Each of the 13 
Lump Sum agencies, however, submits a separate travel report to 
the Audit Council because they do not process their travel 
vouchers through the Comptroller General's Office. The expen-
ditures for the Lump Sum agencies have been added manually to 
the end of the automated report. 
The automation of travel reporting has improved its efficiency 
greatly. It also has helped improve managerial oversight and 
accountability because the Comptroller sends a detailed travel 
report to agency directors on a montllly basis. 
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Clemson Public Service Activity 
College of Charleston 
of Correction:; 
Fmncis Marion College 
llighway l)c;;pill'tmcnt 
l.<ultle r College 
Metlh:al University of S.C. 
J)c;;pt. of Meutal Ileal th 
J)c;;pt. of Mental Retardation 
llniver:;i ty of S. C. 
S. C. State College 
Winthrop CoJ lege 
'lb.:hnical ti Comprehensive Boards* 
*Totals for 16 cauqJUses 
Sub Totu1 s t'lJ~-, Ltuup Swn Agenci<:Js 
























TRAVEL llXPENIH'IUilliS OF LIJI\11' St.N AGI:NClES ANO TEOI'HCAL EIJJCATIOO SOOOLS 
APRIL JUNE 1979 
Air Public Per Diem Total for State Pederal Other Total for 
TraveJ Transp. Mileage Misc. Subsist. Quarter 1:unds Funds Fw1ds Hscal Y1·, 
12,307.110 3,027.00 .5,091.00 12,470,00 .19,249.00 52,144.00 3.!,969.00 161.00 19,014.00 l53,un.oo 
57,921. 8(1 8,853.00 21,423.76 250,452.24 87,530.39 426,181.92 218,492.95 31,405.80 176,283.17 1,476,983.31 
21,870.52 2,124.29 273,679.03 54,810.01 134,174.70 486,658.55 257,570.03 215,379.10 13,709.42 1,446,260.37 
14,443.50 601.95 5,502.10 1,478.62 14,916.60 36,942.77 20,634.53 1,661.66 14,646.58 102,467 .OS 
7,912.50 58,086.09 5,028.88 33,514.37 104,541.84 72,670.88 30,830.96 1,040.00 242,166.93 
1,652.00 127.20 11,300.78 1,726.20 8,732.52 23,538.70 not available ------ - ------- 75,324.70 
5 ,873. 45 9,200.88 5,020.26 196,159. 71 216,254.30 not available ------- ----- .... 672,801.16 
2,127.00 98.36 4,293.70 2,325.73 7,916.82 16.761.61 16.761.61 - 60,983,03 
173,4(13.611 16,73}.03 34,382.15 70,048.68 131,859.52 426,485.06 254,443.80 n,o37.44 100,003.82 1,099,4!10. 75 
26,646.00 2,139.00 68,878.00 21,969.00 59,711.00 179,343.00 122' 393.00 30,621.00 26,329.00 772, 7M .00 
5,067.00 1,2!>6.00 16,462.00 159.00 24,222.00 47,166.00 39,423.00 7,562.00 181.00 l41l,S16.00 
84,6110.90 1,278.39 18,206.82 32,743.44 69,363.26 206,192.111 206,192.!!1 - 612,81lS.84 
24,025.07 9,317.00 19,224.70 1,564.25 43,630.92 97.761.94 42,164.60 28,401.50 27,195.84 289,036.65 
17,567.00 1,129.00 31,160.00 6 J 185.00 31,337.00 87,378.00 42,906.00 25,875.00 18,597.00 255,836.00 
35,529.65 1,746.50 22,895.15 4,893.75 41,634.99 106,700.04 1,947.69 104,752.35 269,707,62 
491,007.13 48,429.39 599,786.16 470,875.06 903,952.80 2,514,050.54 1,328,569.90 548,687.1:11 396,999.83 7,n78,236.41 





SUMMARY OF PURQTASE ORDER ACTIVI1Y BY AGENCY 
FOR TilE QUARTER APRIL - JUNE 19 79 
This is a summary report of purchases made by Central State purchasing 
for State agencies and purchases made by agencies directly from commer-
cial vendors. 
It is important to note that purchases against term contracts adminis-
tered by Central State Purchasing are included in the quarterly and 
year-to-date agency totals. 
Description of purchase order activity reports: (The report and the 
description were submitted to the Legislative Audit Council by the 
Central State Purchasing Section, Division of General Services.) 
A. This report is in agency alphabetical sequence. 
B. "Quarterly by CSP" are purchases made by Central State 
Purchasing for each agency fromApril 1, 1979 through 
June 30, 1979. 
C. "Y-T-D" (Year-To-Date) by Central State Purchasing are 
purchases made by Purchasing from April 1, 1979 through 
June 30, 1979. 
D. "Quarterly by Agency" are purchases made by each agency 
fromApril 1, 1979 through June 30, 1979. 
E. The last column on the right reflects a total of Central 
State Purchasing and agency purchases for the quarter 
April 1, 1979 through June 30, 1979. 
F. The last line on page 110 shows the State totals (quarterly 
and year-to-date) by Central State Purchasing and by agency. 
The Division of General Services has cited improvements in purchasing 
practices which are a result of the procedures developed for compliance 
with Act 561. Analysis of the data collected by General Services has 
permitted the expansion of the codes in several commodity classes. 
Agencies are providing better item descriptions on purchase requisitions 
and the commodity code numbers are being used more widely. They also 
report that more agencies are using the Division's standard requisition 
forms instead of cutting their own forms. This achievement enhances 






ROCK HILL, S. C. 
WOHfN•S COMMISSION 
AHN BARBARA W MOXON 
COlUMBIA SC 
WORKHEN•S COHPENSAfiON FUND 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
YOUTH SERVICES DEPT. OF S. t. 
fISCAL AfFAIRS 
COlUHIHA. S.C. 
YOUHt SERVICES. S.C. DEU. 
EOUCAT lOfiAl SECT ION 







LEGISLATIVE 'UDIT COUNCil 
GENERAL SERVICES CU~RlERLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
FOR PERJCC 04/01/79 THROUGH 06/30/19 
FISCAL YEAR 78-79 
RUN DATE 08/25/79 
PAGE H 
QlRL't' BY C SP 11.i.280.56 QlRLY BY AGENCY 5~1t,19t.81t QTRLY TDJAL 
V-1-0 BY CSP 266tC't9.7l V-T-0 BY AGENCY 768, 24.62 '1-1-D TOlAl 
__ Y-1-D. BY AGENCY-. 
THRU CSP CONJRACTS J59,3U.l9 
CURlY BY .CSP .. ,,. 25.61t QTRL Y BY AGENU .oo QTRLY TOTAL 
Y-T-D IV CSP 25.61t V-1-0 8Y AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 
Y-1-0 BY AGENCY-
~-····-- ...• -~ 
___ .. ___ 
_ -·-- .. THRU .CSP- CONTRACTS.. .. .oo 
QJRL Y IIY CSP .oo QTRl Y BY AGENCY 209.57 QlRLY 10UL 
.. Y-l-0 BY CSP ·;;-· ..... 1.510.08 .. Y-T~O BY .AGENCY 8,220.99 Y:-1-0 fOUl 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTftACl$ 313.60 
~ .. -.. --~- .. , . 
QTRLY BY CSP 115,688.5-\ QTRl Y .BY AGENCY 113t602.20 QlBLY fOUL 
Y-T-0 BY CSP lt31t !'9~ .66 . Y -l-D BY AGENCY <\73,962.<\6 . '1-1-0 TOTAL 
•· 
. .. ~··· -.--Y-T-0 BY.AGENCY-
T~U CSP CONTRACTS 1""• 526.:U 
.. CIJRLY 8Y .CSP -· ~~-----·3,081.06.~.--QliU. Y .. BY-AGfHCY ._ --·-·-··· .oo -··-- .QTRLY TllUL. 
Y-l-0 BY CSP lti.H5.61t _____ .Y-T-O .BY .AGENCY 30,666.02 . y,..,J..,.O TO.TAL 
_ Y:-T:-0 BY. AGENCY:-
..... ... ··-···--·---····-···-----ltiRU CSP ..... CONTRAClS ... . . .. U.OO .. 
H-41,012 <\0 
1, 206. 354 .. ~0. 








QTRLY BY CSP 10,811,,85 .. 12 .. QTRLY BY AGENCY 32el91t,CZ9.23 QTillV TOTAL 43L6U~Olf·05 
Y~T:-0 .BY CSP .. ---~9,2l1 .. J38.5~-~Y..,.J:-D BY ... AGENCY .... 115,580,112.63 Yd=D. TOTAL.-. 164, 57,8 1. 4 
. -··· . Y-J:-0 BY .. AGENCY-
.... JHRU CSP CONTRACTS 35,111,-\58.68 
-·- --~·-·-·-- -·-·~---- ··- ... -~-
--· ·----·- -- -- ·-- -·-- . ----~-· 




























GSFAR315 lE,ISlAtiVE AUDIT COUNCil 
GENERAL SERVICES CU,RtERlY PURCHASE ORDER lCTIYilY BY AGENCY 
FOR PEIICD 0~/01/19 THROUGH 06/30/19 
FISCAL YEAR 78-79 
RUN DATE 08/25/79 
PAGE 13 
TECH. & COMP. EDUCAtiON 80. 
HIOI.ANDS TECH COLLEGE, BUS Off 
COlUHotA. s. t. 
TECH. t COHP. EDUCATION BOARD 
HORRY GEORGElDhN lECH. 
CONWAY, S.C. 
TECH. & COHP. EDUCATION BOARD 
GREENVILlE TECtt. COLLEGE 
GREENVIllE, S.C. 
TREASURER'S OffiCE,S.C. STAlE 
COlUHBIAe S.C •... 
QTitlY 8V C SP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
. --...... ···- ·-· -··---. 
16.2~ QTRLV BY AGENCY 
1lt053.68 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T~D BY .. AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACtS 
.QTRLY. BY CSP ---·· . -· .. - ...• 00.. ... QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY CSP .00 V-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
···. .. ........ - .. THRU. CSP CONTRACTS .. 
QTRLY BY CSP .00. QTRlY BY AGENCY 
Y-:J-0 IY .CSP .. - ...... . l.C08.88 ---. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY. 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
"•'• . ..- -~······· ....... ~. . .. QTRLY ElY CSP a,nz.oz _ QTRLY .8Y 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 29.904.51 Y~T-0 BY 






1,882.25 QTRLY l01Al 
~1.596.92 Y-t-0 TOTAl 
.oo 
5.~33.05 QlRlY TOTAL 
28,143.01 Y-1-0 lOTAl 
.oo .. 
.00 QlRLY TOTAl 
l~tl53.51 .Y-l-D TOTAL 
.. oo 
.00 QTRLY lDTAL 
.00 1-.1-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
UNIVERSITY OF S.C. . .. QlRLY 8Y.CSP .... .. -t~;!62.:JZ ___ •.. QJRL.Y BY AGENCY-· 5,089.115.~5 .QlfUY 101Al. 
ACCTS PAYABlE• PURCHASING DEPT Y-T-0 BY CSP 
COUJHBIAt s .. C. 
VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPT., S. C. 
COlUH81At S.C. 
VOC. REHABILITATION OEPT. 
COLUHDIAt S. C. 
QIRLY 8V CSP 
Y-T-D.IY .CSP 
QTRLY 8Y CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
WATER RESOURCES COHH., S. C. QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
CotUHBIAt S.C. 
W IL LOU GRAY QTRL 'l BY CSP 
OPPORTUN lTV SCHOOL Y~l-0 BY CSP 
WEST COLUH8t•• S.C. 
Wllt:l.IFE & HARJNE RES DEPT, SC QlRLV BY CSP 
HARINE RES OIV, COMPTROLLER V-l-0 BY CSP 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
WILCliFE t HARINE RES DEPT SC 
FINANCE 
COlUH81At S.C. 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 flY CSP 
316,~10.86 Y~T-D BY AGENCY 19,173,117.88 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
Y-T-0 BY AGEHCY-
------·-··.THRU CSP .CONTRACTS _ 3t0l5,193.10 
132.58 QTRLY BY AGfNCY 
6tlZ9.34. ___ .. Y-T.-0 BY AGfHCY 
-
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 




239tl02.12 . Y-T-0 BY 
. .... ~ .. Y•T-0 BY 
TtiRU CSP 
9t606.09 -·-· QlRl Y BY AGENCY. 
18,)75.24 Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
.. THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
lt815.66 QTRLY. BY AGENCY 
l!tl5l.H Y"::T-0 .BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
38t229.l0 
11,350.20 
QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QTRLY TOJAL 







11,039.97 .QTRLY TOTAL 
22,821.59 Y-1-D TOTAl 
2,3-\9.54 
3J,28l.Zl QTRLY TOtAl 
31,283.21 v~T-0 TOTAL 
3,198.03 
.00 QTRlY lOYAL 




QTRl Y BY AGENCY 416.005 .. 50 QTIU 'Y TOTAl 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY lt522w41l .. l4 Y-1-0 TOTAl 
V-T-0 BY AGEHCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 98,890.10 













































'* GSFAR315 lEGISlATIVE AUDIT COUNCil 
GENERAL SERVICES CUIRIERLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
FOR PERIOD 0~/0l/19 THROUGH 06/30/79 
FISCAL YEAR 18-79 
RUN OAf£ 08/25/79 
PAGE 12 
TECH ' COHP EDUCATION BOARD 
WEST COLUHBIA SC 
TEC~ ' COHP EDUCATION BOARD 
ORANGEIURG-CALHOUN TECH. 
ORANGEBURG, S. C. 
TECH & COHP. EDUCATION BOARD 
flORENCE-DARLINGTON IEC 
fLORENCE, S.C. 
TECH ' COHP. EDUCATION 80ARD 
PlfOHONl IECt~ICAL COLLEGE 
GREENWOOD, S. C. 
QTRLY BY CSP 
V- T-O BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
.Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY U CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
eo a, az .. o-\ 
3t001,06l.l4 
QTill Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y~l-D BY .. AGENCY~. 
T.HRU CSP CONTRACTS 
..• 00 .. . QTRL Y 8Y AGENCY . . 
lll.60 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
·-· ___ THRU. CSP- CONTaACTS -- ... 
.. 00 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
!t69Z.Ol Y-:-T--::0 BY AGENCY 
.oo -
·4t515.51 
Y -T-o UY AGENCY-
TttRU CSP CONTRAC1S • 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
. y,.J-0 BY AGENCY 
. .•. Y.,-T-0 8Y .. AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
TEttt fi. CDHP.. fDUUTJON llQ.._ _______ QlRU .. IY L$1!. '--~ •. 13.5.QO, __ ..;__QJRlY .. 8Y .. &GatCY ·--· __ 
tHESTERf lflD-HARLBORO TEC . Y~T-0 8V CSP ____ U,421.19 Y=:J,..D BY AGENCY 
CHERAW, S. C. •· ______ y,.y,o 8Y AGENCY..,. 
.. -~-·--------THRU-CS~.CDNTRACU. 
25,"29.00 QlRL ~ lClAl 833,6Jl .. O.r. 
132,675.74 'V-T-0 TOTAL 3,139,137.88 
U,l18.Z'l 
.. oo. . QTRl 'V l01AL .oo 
.oo 'V-1-0 TOTAL 111.60 
. .• oo--- .... 
51~.51 QTRL 'V TOTAL 5lo\.51 
22,106 .. 29 . V-::t~o TOTAL .Z-5,198.36 
-.oo 
~· -~---·· 
5,001.95. Qlftl 'V TOTAL 5e00l.95 
58,111'9.26 'W,.-.l-0 TOTAL 63,194 .. 71 
.oo 
-·' 5, 885.2~ ----· ... QlRL 'V. TOlAL 6,620.2>4 
28,301.0.5 't.,-T-D TOTAL 76,722.8/t 
.oo ... 
TECH. 4 tOHP. EDUCATION BOARD QTRLY 8Y CSP 3tt67.60 QTRlY 8Y AGENCY 14,387.25 QTR~Y TOTAl 18 105~.85 
TRIDENT TECH COLLa N t:.AHPUS ----·- _y..,_]..,Q 8Y .. .C.SP ----··-··----U•tSl.AO. ____ y:T . ,-D.BY.&GfNCY.--·-----106,619.16 ~-,l::-0. 101AL-- ........... ,. .. 120 1 216.56 
CHARlESTON SC .. - Y,-J.,-0 8Y ACENCY-
TEe~. & CDMP. EDUCATION 80A~D 
SPARTANBURG TECH. COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG, S.C. 
QTRLY 8V CSP 
y ... T-D 8Y CSP 
TEC~. t;. COMP. EOUCA liON BOARD . QlRL'f BY .C SP . 
TU-C:OUNTY TEC Y-T-D 8V CSP 
PEt4VlHON, SC 
-- _ .... THRU CSP CONTRACTS .00 
-~.~---·-·~·· ""·""""""'~··· .... -~...... . ,,,,. -~ 
1,41-\.l-\' QTRlY BY AGENCY 5,032.15 
llt5ll.l0 Y-T•D BY AGENCY 51.165.92 
--· --·----~-·-·~-·---.'~~~~0. 8Y .. AGENCY~---- -- .. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .00 
QT~l. Y TOtAl 
Y-1-0 TOlAl 
• .• 00 ........... QlftL Y .OY AGENCY .. .00 QTRLY lDTAl 
16.05 Y-T•O IV AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY• 
--··------·-THAU .. C.Sf' CONJUCTS'"·--··· 
.oo V-T-0 TOTAL 
---....... 00 ....... - ...... ' _ ............ - .... . 
TECH. & tOMP. EDUCATION BOARD 
AIKEN TECH. ATTN ACClS PAYABLE 
AIKEN, SC 
QTRLY BY .CSP 12,134.U QTRlY BY AGENCY. 3,6~8.80 QlRLY TOTAL 
TECH. £ COMP. EDUCATION BOARD 
BEAUFORT TECH. 
BEAUfORT, S.C. 
Y~l-D BV CSP .... "' 6~1ti33 .. :U .......... Y-:-T-0. BY .AGENCY 
... Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
26,4180.11 .V~l-0 lOlAl. 
QIRLY BY CSP 
Y-J.,-0 IV CSP. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
,a,u3.15 . QTRLY .Blf &GENU ... 38,CJ31.00 ___ CURlY Hll.Al 
2.800.89 .. __ y,r.,-o BY AGENCY . 65,<\•U.30.. ~,J.,.O TOTAL 
. ..... .. ---~ ..... .. .. Y,..J,..O BY. AGENCV-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 11,018.19 
TECH. & COHP .. EOUCATJON BOARD ---- QTRLY .. BY .CSP --··'-··----'-t •. t!U.6Q __ _'QtRLY . .BY ... AGENCY -·------ 6•016.82 ... ___ QJRLY .. TOTAL-
YORK TEC V-J.,-0 IY .CSP.. · !et51.6Q. ___ -- y,J-0 BY .. AGENCY 18,4155.06 . y,.J-D TOJAL 






--- ____ ....:_ .. ------· .. lHRU .CSP. CONTRACT$.--- .. _ .00 .. 






41.560 .. 15 






















'1 i J. 
i I 
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'\ GSFAR315 LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL FISCAL YEAR 78-79 
GENERAL SERVICES ~U,RlERLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY RUN DATE 08/25/79 t,, FOR PERIOD 0~/01/19 THROUGH 06/30/79 PAGE ll 
I 
SENATE QIRLY 8\' CSP .oo QTRL Y 8i' .ACENC V .oo QTRLY 101Al .oo I, 1, 1 Y-T-0 8Y CSP 5,He .. oo. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo 'r- J-0 TOtAl 5,11t8.00 
. ! I COlUMBIA, s. C .. Y~T-O.BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo I 
QtRLY BY CSP .. lttZO .. OO QTRt Y BY AGENCY Q1RtY TOUt j .. SENAlE .oo. 1,620.00 I 
Y-T-D BY CSP ·U ,! l~t.54 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo 'f-T-0 lOUt ~2,3 H. 51t I COLUMIHA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU.CSP CONTRACTS .oo .. i 
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPT. OF S .. C. QTRL Y 8'V .CSP 979,•00.01 f.)TRL Y BY AGENCY 226,4U.23 QJRLY TOtAL 1.205,818.24 I I I Y~T-0 8Y CSP 1,206, J8Z.71t .. _ _ Y~T-D BY .AGENCY 865,258.U _. . Y-T-D lOlAl 2t071.44l.15 'I 
COLUMBIA, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY- ; I 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 361,050.70 :··1 ; ! 
····· _ ............ , I! 
STATE COLLEGE, S.C. . QTRLY 8Y CSP 99,205.35 . QTRL Y BY AGENCY 153,32-\.03 QTRLY TOlAl 252.529.38 I i Y-J-D BY CSP 1Ht106.95 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY l't5,929. 50' Y-T-0 tOTAl 921.036.-\5 
ORANGEBURG, S.C. ·~·--··· ... -·-· .Y-J~O BY AGENCY- I i 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS ll~.ll84 .. 60 ; I 
I' 
STAlE PLANNING, OFFICE Of QTRl Y BY CSP .. .. h,28.28 . ·--···- QTRLY. BY AGENCY .. .oo QlRl Y TOTAl lt528.2t! i' ... -. . I 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP lt Ult.ltl Y-T-0 BY AGENCY • 00 'Y-T-0 TOTAL 1,621t.lt8 II COLUMHIAt S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY- ~ I 
_ -----· ... __ .......... TttRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo-
I. 
I J ' 
STUDY CUMHITTEE ON AGING QTRU BY CSP 60.~te QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL l TOTAL 60.'t8 :I .. Y-.T-0 flY .CSP. - -· ___ 91.33.,, _____ Y~T-D BY .AGENCY .oo .... Y~T-0 TOTAL 91.'33 
COLUMBIA SC _ Y-,T-.0 BY AGENCY- ! I 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 1 i I 
.... ~- - . . ·····- -- !.! SUPREME COURT, SC QTRLV IV CSP 21.236.67 QTRL Y 8Y AGENCY 34,132.10 QlRLY TOUt 55,369.31 ~ i 
JUDICIAl DEPT, FINANCE OFFICE Y-T-0 IY tSP n,uz.o" Y -T -0 BY AGENCY llt604.28 Y-T-0 TOTAl lo\9,116.'32 ; l 
COLUHOIA, S.C. 
. ~·· . --"-"' Y-t,..o 8Y AGENCY- i i 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo II 
TAX COMMISSION, S. C. QtRLY BY CSP . 2!1.641.83 ... _ QTRL Y B'LAGENCY H,512.52 QJRLY JOTAL. ~0.160.15 ; ! :I) Y-J-0 BY CSP , I05.2U.U Y-T-0 BY AGENCY ~9.991t.BO Y-1-D TOlAl 155,21t2.2l I 
COLUMBIA, S.C. Y-T~O BY AGENCY- ! ! 
... THRU CSP CONTRACTS 28,10.24) I 
I' 
lAX STUDY COHHITTEE QTRLY BY tSP .oo QTRl Y BY . AGENCY .oo QTRlY TOTAl .oo i .j I: ~- .Y-1-D BY .CSP 57 .• 60 ________ .Y-l-0 8Y AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 51 .. 6C 
'I 
COLUMBIA, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
. . . ~-·---
TECH & COHP EDUCAJION BOARD QTRlY BY CSP 16-\.22 QTRLY BY AGENCY 13.429.11 QTRl Y TOTAL 13,593.13 
WllliAHSBURG VOC 'AOUll EOUC Y-T-0 BY CSP 883.30 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 4Htllt9.8't 'Y-T-0 TOTAL 92,0ll.llt 
K lNGSTREf, SC 
. ~--· . Y-t-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 106.13 
J TECH & COHP EDUCATION BOARD QTRl Y BY CSP .oo QTRLY BY AGENCY 10.519.18 QlRL Y tOTAl l0t519ol8 
SUMlER AREA TECH. COLlEGE Y-T-0 8Y CSP 1,168.10 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY lllt5,691.61 Y-T-D TOtAl U,o\66.31 
I SUMlER, s.c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
' 







'I PUBLIC RAILWAYS COHH. s. c. 
.I_ CHARLESTON, S. C. 
PUOLIC SERVICE COHHISSION 
COLUHBIA 1 S.C. 
"' PUBLIC TRANS. STUDY COHM. 
'I 





REAL ESTATE COHHISSION 
COLUH81Ae S.C. 
lEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCil 
GENERAL SERVICES ~UJ~lEPLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
fCR PE~IC[ 0~/01/79 THROUGH 06/30/79 
QTRL Y IV CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
OTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
11,29B.19 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
__ Y-T-D 8Y .AGENCY- .. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 





H, 782. lt6 
fiSCAl YEA~ 78-79 
RUN DATE 08/25/19 
PAGE 10 
QlRL Y TOtAl 
Y-1-D TOTAL 





52,038.87 3le256.~1 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 9,6-\3.59 . 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-1-Q BY CSP 
" 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
-···r····- u 
19.75 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
35.11_. _ ... Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCV-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
~,135.69 ... QTRLY BY AGENCY 
.1,565.89 Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY 
-· .. -- ... Y-T~D BY .AGENU-







QTRL Y TOTAL 
Y-.T-0 TOTAl 
QTRL Y 101Al 





·i REORGAN lZATION COHH. STATE ______ QTRLY 1Y CSP. ________ _2,U~.lL--.QTRL y_ BY __ .AGENCY .... ·---·. -----•00 __ ... QTRL'I. IDUL .. 






.. Y-T-0 BY CSP -·- ___ l,001.28._ .... Y'"'T.-O BY AGENCY 
Y~T~D BY AGENCY-
···-·--· .TttRU ... CSI! CONTRACTS .. 
~ESEARC~' STATISTICAL SRVS. QT~LY BY CSP 16,!22.5~ QTRLY BY AGENCY 
_______ .Y~T:-::0 8Y CSP. ... ----.......L.l.l.~16.9.l __ _y_~T-D_.BY _AGENCY 
·-··00 ...... . 
13,056.65 QTRLY TOTAL 29,579.21 
ll.e162.93 .:...---·- Y::-:1~0 TOTAL. __ ---·· ____ 35 el7.'1.81t 
"' COlUHBIAo S. C. . .. ·- ..... _ .. ____ .... Y':"l ,..o BY AGENCY- .. 
:.1 
I 
RESIDENTIAL ttOME BUILDERSCOHM, 
COLUHOIAo S.C. 
RETIREHENT SYSlEHe S.c. 
COLUHBIA 1 S. C. 
SCHOOl BOARD ASSOCU liON, SC 
COL.UHBIA, S. C. 
_ .. THRU_ CSP CONTRACTS .• oo 
•• • '·--···-~-' o•F·•~~ •o>~o ~- ,,..,... •··~--------.~~-·--- >> C ' ' -- h • • 
QTRLY BY CSP 'UJ~.00 QTRlY BY .AGENCY 1,392.66 QTRLY TOTAL 
. Y-T-0 TOTAl Y-J .... D BY CSP f79.0l Y-T-D BY AGENCY 3t233.48 
____ .. ___ ..... ._ ·-· .. --· ------- ----·--·----·------.11'~1 ~D. BY--AGENCY-,.. _________ ··-··-- ---
. .... fHRl Y .BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
...... Y,.. T~o BY .CSP 
--- _ . ----- JtllU CSP CONTRACTS 2,338.08 
-- ---- . 5,6~9.19 .... --..... QTRL Y .BY .. AGENCY .. 
24,058.62 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T~D BY AGENCY-
---~--------l tttu _ _csp __ f.ONTRAC 1 S . .-.... --·. 
.00 - . QTRL Y .8Y AGENCY . 
_ .... 381.00 ....... --Y~T~O BY .. AGENCY .. 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
-·----··-····----·----- -~-~--~------...._._...._, ~ ~--- ···-·-·-··-··------ ·-- ·----- --
. 3~2.24il 
527.~9 
. QTRL Y TOlAL 
Y-T-D TOTAL 
.. ------00 
.00 Q1RLY 101Al 











SECOND INJURY fUND 
CDLUHBU, S.C. 
QTRLY IIY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY .CSP 
762.56. ··-. QTill Y .BY AGENCY . 
·-· 802.-\0 _ . .. y..,J-0. BY AGENCY 
. .•..... -- . ·-~-- .- . y..,y-,O.BY AGENCY:- .. --·· ... 
• 00 QlRLY TOTAL 
.00. Y-1-0 l01Al 
762.56 
802.40 
'' SECRETARY OF STATE 
COLUHBJA 1 SC 
'I l. I :-. I 'lo:: 
'· I 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
-- .. --- ..... QlRl Y 8Y-.CSP --·- ·------ ·--292.45 ____ QTRLY--BY _AGENCY .- .... --- -· 
Y-.l=-0 BY CSP 17•682.11.-.--Y-.1-,.,0-BY AGENCY 
v-t~o BY AGENCY- -
. ... . . .. . ............. ,_ ..... THRU CSP.. CONTRACTS ..... . 
.oo 
. ·-· .00--. --~QTaL 'W. TOTAL 































II I, I II i i 
.J 'JI 
'·" 
,rv ....... . 
MOTOR VEHICLE MGMT., OIV OF 
BUDGET & CONTROL 80ARO 
COLUMBIA. S. C. 
HUS EUM COHM. OF S.C.. . . -~ 
COlUMBIA, S.C. 
NURS lNG BO., S. C. STA lf 
COLUMBIA, S. C. 
PARKS RECREATION £ lOtJUSH 
S U lE PARKS SVC l SUPPl 't CNTR 
COlUMBIA, SC 
PARKS RECREATION t TOURISN 
COlUMBIA, S.C. 
PATRIOTS POINT DEY AUTHORITY 
HT PlEASANT, S. C. 
PERSONNEL DIV. Of S.C. 
COLUH81Ao S. C. 
PHARMACEUTICAL EXAMINERS BD OF 
COlUMBIA, S. C. 
PHYSICAl THERAPJSTS,SC STATE 
80 Of EXAH. & REGISTRATION .... 
COlUHBJA, S.C. 
PORTS AUTHORITY OF. S. C. 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
PROBATION PAROLE l PARDON 80. 





lEGISlATIVE AUDIT COUNCil 
GENERAl SERVICES tU,RTERlY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
FCR·PERJCC 0~101119 THROUGH 06/30/19 
FISCAL YEAR 78-79 
RUN DATE 08/2~/79 
PAGE 9 
QTRlY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
_QlRlY 8V CSP ... 
Y•T-D BY tSP 
Qllll Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY .. CSP 
QTRLY. 8Y CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QlftU 8 Y C.SP 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP 
QlRLY IY CSP 
.. Y-:1:."'0 .BY CSP 
--·· 
QTRlY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
. QTRlY. BY CSP 
V-t-D BY CSP 
QTRLV BY CSP 
_ ... Y~T~D BY .. CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y- T-O BY CSP 
QTRlY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP 
--y 
66, •.30.28 
599, ;n .. oo 
Qflll Y BY ACENC't 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T~O BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
. 3,68~.82.- ...... QTRl Y BY AGENCY . 
2~t!l0.82 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
.. ---··· THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
:h <40lt.31 QTRl Y .BY AGENCY 
.7,260.70 ... ~ Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
H,568.20. . QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
~01,671.19 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
·---· ~------ Y~l":"'O BY. AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
10,129.02 ______ QTIU. Y .BY AGENCY . 
151t,lll.80 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY .AGENCY-
r··· ----·-------------.--- lHRU .. CSP. CONTRACTS 
· Uifl2.00. QTI\l V BY AGENCY 
..... 19e131.72 --·--- Y-T...-b. BY .ACENCY .. 
Y-I-0 BY AGENCY-. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
20 • .U8.46 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
54,18lt.08 Y-T-D BY AGeNCY 
. ___ Y-T-0 BY AGENCY- .. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
_.,.l.020.t9 ... _____ QTRLY BY AGENCY .... 
1,783.27 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
. THRU. CSP CONTRACTS 
.404.98 QTRlY BY AGENCY 
... <\0<\.98 ... __ . v~r~o BY. AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGfNCY-





QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGeNCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
. THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
27,694.85 
91,~8'9.29 
2, 572 .. 5't 

























QTRl Y TOTAl 
. Y-1-D TOTAl 






QTRL Y TOtAl 
l-T-D TOTAL 
Qlftl Y TOTAL 
Y-1-D TOTAl 
.00 QTRLY TOTAl 
.00 .. Y-T-0 TOTAl 
.oo 
.00 QTRlY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOtAl 
.oo 
2,698.91 QTRLY tOTAl 




























1 ; i I 
! I I 





















ii GSFAR315 lEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
GENERAl SERVICES CUIRlERLY PURCHASE ORDER ACliVITY 8Y AGENCY 
FOR PERIOO 04/01/19 THROUGH 06/30/79 
FISCAL YEAR 78-19 
RUN DATE 08/ZS/19 
PAGE 8 
LIBRARY, S.C. STATE QlRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
COLUHBUe S.C. 
l f • GOVERNORS Off IC£ CURLY BY C:SP 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 
COlUH81Ar S. C. 
MEDICAL EXAMINERS, STATE BOARD QTRLY BY CSP 
.Y- T-O BY CSP 
COLUMBIA, S. c .. 
5,:no.15 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
lt9,322.90 Y-l-0 BY AGENCY 
___ Y~T-D. BY AGfNC.V- . 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
55 .. 25 .. ··- QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
1.258.01 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
----~ ____ tHRU .CSP CONIR.ACTS. 
5r912.l9 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
13tt03.1t --···· Y-T..,D BY AGfHCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY• 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
MEDICAL UNIVfRSIIY OF S. C.. 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPT. 
CtiARLES TON, S.C. 
QTRLY BY CSP 383,823.81.---- QTRlY .. BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY CSP 82S,f19.ll Y~T-0 BY AGENCY 
. ___ . . ---~·--·-·-Y:-:T~D 8Y .AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
61,905.01 QlRL Y TOUt 67,215.82 
116,t>9"t.32 Y-l-0 TOTAL 166,011.22 
.oo 
.oo QlRlY fOUL 55.25 
.. oo t-l-0 TOTAL •• 258.01 
. .• oo 
.oo QTRLY TOU.l 5,912.19 
.oo Y-1-D lOTAL l3,603 .. H 
.. oo 
~.335a41U.58 QTRL Y ICTAl 4,719,765.39 
l5e7B3el31.86 Y-T-0 TOTAl 16e608,951.51 
932.101.24 
HENJ Al HEAL Hi, SC DEPT •. OE .. ··-··-··-·QTILY. BY CSP. -··-··--· 51L,00!.35. __ QJRLY .BY. AGENCY·-·--··· 1,513.,98l .. CJ5 QJRLY 101Al 2 ,15<\,981.30 . 
PURCttAS lNG Off ICE Y~l-D BY CSP 2,801.458.81 ... ----· Y~J,.,O BY AGENCY 11,89~,2«,19 .. 20 y.,-J-0 TOTAl H,695,J58.07 
COLUHBU, S.C. __ y,.,T,-0 BY AGENCY-, 
.THRU .. CSP. CONTRACTS 685, <Jl6.U 
MENTAL RETARD., S.C. DEPT. QlRLV IV CSP .00. QTRlV IV AGENCY 385,237.14 QIRLY lOTAL 385,237.7~ 
DEPT. CENTRAL PUR •. £. .SUPPLY.----·· Y=.J:.,.D BY .CSP ..•..... ----··---~.: .... Oo..:_ ____ Y~l!!O.BY-AGENC\'. _____ 2,738e3ll.8l •. _. '.Y~.t~n TOTAL 2,138,331.81 
CliNTON, S .. C.. ··- _ --Y"'T-D BY .AGENCY-
MENTAL RETARDAtiON DEPT. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
HENTAL RETARDATION DEPT. 
FINANCE DEPT. 
f\ORENCE, S. C. 
QlllLY BY C$P 
Y- T-O BY CSP 
_ QTRU BY C:SP 
y ... T-0 BY CSP 
.. ____ .. tttRU. CSP CONTRACTS l,293,9U.61 
256,,60.97 
548,155.•U 
QTIU. 'J 8Y AGfNCY • 00 
Y-T•O-BY AGENCY 5tl43.,39 
Yd.::.:D .. 8Y ... .AGEHCY•~-·--· .•...•. -·--···--
- . ____ THRU C:Se. CONtRACTS .oo 
QTRLV TOTAL 
'V-1-P TOTAL 
... ·~--111,'980,.85 ···---GIRL Y .BY .AGENCY .~. . .. 1!1.548.52 ... QlRl Y TClAL 
112.627.19 Y~T-D BY AGENCY 359,~96.,06 Y~T-D TOlAL 
Y~T-0 BY AGENCY-
---··--·---THRU.-CS2.CON1RACTS .... _ 10el88.53 
MENTAL RETARDATION DEPT. QTRLY BY CSP .. 21te592.'4 ..... QTRL V BY .AGENCY . l14a 46.1.02 QTRL Y TOTAL 
COASTAL CEHTEA, fiNANCf DEPT., v~t-0 8Y CSP ..... ·~ 25,-Hit.ll ........... Y~T-0. 8V .. AGfHCY . 
LAOSON, S.C. 
MENTAl RfTARDATION, SC DEPT. 
WHITTEN VIllAGE DIVISION 
CLINlON, S. (.. 
Y~T-0 BY ACENCY-
l~RU CSP CONTRACTS 
.... ··---··-·-----------~------··---·---·-···-----
QTRLY .. BY CSP 5'5,UZ.30. ___ QTRLY BY .AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 314.833.22.-- _ .Y-1~0 BY AGENCY 
·----- ·····---····· Y~T~D BY-AGENCY-:-. 
lHRU CSP CONTRACTS 
5~9,258.36 .Y-T-0 TOTAL 
28,6~,.3 • 
___ H51 301.72 QlRl Y TOTAL 
865,832.12 y..,J~D TOTAL. 









MENTAL Rfl ARUHON, . SC OfU_ . ___ QJRLY BY C.SP 54,.1Zt .. 89.. ___ ..QJaLY-B'LAGENCY ...... -. _ 153,510.8:L-...... QTRLY .TOTAL 207,640.72 






158,.4.26.06. _______ Y-,J-D BY.-AGENCY 105,431.23 ~-,1-0. TOTAL 863,663.29 
Y~T~D BY .AGENCY- . 
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FISCAl YEAR 78-79 
RUN DATE 08/25/79 
PAGE 1 
INSURANCE DEPt. OF s .. C • 
COLUPII81A 1 S. C. 
JOHH DE LA HOWE SCHOOL 
HCCOIU'11 CK o S.C. 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP 
--
.oo QTRLY 8Y AGENCY 
185.70 V-T-0 BY AGENCY 
_ -------------Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
........... QTRLJ. 8Y CSP .. _ ---- ..• oo ______ .QTRLY 8Y .. AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 1(,,83.10 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY-
•. . ·-- __ ; __ c _________ THRU CSP CONTRACTS . 
JUVENILE PLACEMENT & AFTERCARE QTRLY IV CSP 55.!17.52 QTRlY BY AGENCY 
.Y:-.T-0 BY CSP. . _______ 212.~28.08 __ Y:-T-0 IY AGENCY .. 
CULUH81Ao S .C • .,-T-0 8Y AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
LABOR DEPT., S.C. 
COLUMBIA.$.(. 
UNO RESOURCES CONSER. COf•rt .. 
COLUMBIA, S. C • 
UNilER COLLEGE 
PURCHAS lNG DEPT 
GREENWOOD, S. C. 
lAW ENfORCEMENT DIY• t SC 
ATTN FINANCE 
COLUHBIA. SC 
·- - QTRLV IY CSP - . ll,l95~B5 QTRL Y 8Y AGENCV 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T~0_8Y.AG£NCY-
Y-T-0 BY CSP 5h 19<\.63 
QfRl Y IY. CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
THRU CSP CONJ~ACTS 
lt825.5Q~-- .. QTRLY BY AGENCY 
.3~e896.96. Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
. Y-T-0 BY. AGENCY-
··---····---- .lHRU CSP CONTRACTS , 
QTRLY BY CSP lt125.00 QTRlY BY AGENCY 
.. Y-.1-0 .. IV LSP ______ ..__l,IZS.OO ~---· Y:-T:-0 .. BY AGENCY .. _ .... -
·--·-·- .. QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
__ Y-T-0 8't ACENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
»·~·· ·-- ·-~--- ·-" ·-
67•398.19 QTRLY 8Y AGENCY 
65.,412.36 Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY 
........... -·- ··--· Y:-T-0 BY AGENCY-_ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
. LAW ENFORCEHENT OFFICERS, .st _. ____ JHRLY IY .CSP 
......... 1 1 41-9.50 QJRLY IV AGENCY 
HALl OF fi\HE Y-T-0 BY CSP 
(OLUHBIA, St 
lEGISlATIVE AUDIT tOUt«: ll. QTRLY 8Y CSP 
Y-T:-0 BY CSP 
COLUMBIA, SC 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCil QlftlY 8Y CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
COLUHBIAo S.C. 
LEGISlATIVE INFO~HATIOH SYSTEM QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 




t. o\19.50 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
1.551.12 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
........ 4,e03.02 .. - ... Y-1-D.BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y AGfNCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
2t549.22 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
8,661.46 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
2,712.51 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
11.090.00 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
9,1!2.26 QJRL Y lOYAL 9,832.26 
3'5.4'91.06 l-T-0 TOJAL 36.276.76 
6o~U .. l9 
60,813.96 QTRL Y .TOtAl 60,813.96 
2l9t3H.05 Y-T-0 TOTAL 210t24H.l5 
1.388 .. 58 . 
.oo QTRL Y TOUt 55o917 .52 
.oo 'r-T-D TOTAl 212,928 .. 08 
.oo 
69,5~1.93 QTRLY TOTAL 81.3-\1.78 
69,51tJ.'91 Y-1-D TOlAL 121.142.56 
26,'912.16 
lte565.80. QlRLY TOTAl 12.191.30 
19,035.27 Y-T-0 TOlAL 53,932.23 
.oo 
.oo QTRLY TOTAL 7,825.00 
.00 --- ... Y,-,J-0 lOTll 7,825.00 
._oo 
M 1 331.80 QTRL Y TOTAL 151,116.59 
308,957.04 1-T-0 TOTAL 965,389.40 
108,311.18 
.oo QTRL Y TOlAL 1e419.50 
.oo Y-l-0 101Al le419.50 
.oo 
.oo QTRL Y TOTAl lo557.l2 
.oo Y~T-D TOlAL 4,803.02 
.oo 
.oo QlRL Y TOUL 2,549.22 
.oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 8,667 • .1t6 
.oo 
.oo OTRL Y TOTAL 2t112.5l 
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QTRLV BY CSP 
Y-T-0 ev CSP 
QTRU BY C: SP . 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
tlfALTH f. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL QTRlY BY CSP 
fINANCE DIVISION Y;-l-0 BY CSP. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
HIGHER EOUC - TUITION GRANTS QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
COLUHBIAa S. C. 
llll,t50.02 QTRLV BY AGENCY 
3,20~.488.67 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y~T-D BY AGENCY~ . 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
598.87 QTRLV .BY AG£NCY 
8e~5.28 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
v~t-0 BY AGENCY~ 
-··-·-------···-----···---~---THRU ... CSP. CONTRACTS 
35le509.00 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
1, ll J • 596 • .30 Y~T~O. BY AGENCY 
Y-T~o BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.. QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y~T~O BY .AGENCY 
.. Y.:-:1-:-:0 liY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.oo QTRL V TOTAL 
.oo Y-1-D TOTAL 
.oo 
.. oo QTRLY TOTAL 
.oo '-1-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
1.258.803.91 QlRL 'V l01Al 
. 4,012,.3111.76 . 'W-1-0 TO TAL 
46llt928.43 
.00. QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y~t-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
. HIGHER EDUCATION COHH •.. DlRLY 8Y_CSP. .. _________ 5Zl.21._. __ QTBLL8LAGENCY" lla492.to\. ______ QlRLY.TOlAL • 
Y-T~o BY CSP __ .. 2el14.34 --·---- Y~J!"'O BY AGENCY 33,305.110 . . y,.,J-0 TOlAL 
COLUHBJA, S.C. ___ Y-T~D ... BY .AGENCY-. 








1,942 .. 410 
.u.ou.·u 
36,020.H 
HIGHWAY £ PUB TRANSP,S.C.DE~T. OTRLV BV CSP l,J28,l8J.51 QTRLY BY AGENCY 5tll4t426.85 QTRLV TOTAL 6,703,210.36 
. ________ .Y::!J:-0 .. 8Y £$1:1! .. ----U .. .3Ut611 .. 85. ___ y_~l:!O BY •.. A~ENCY.-.. ..19,488, 115.05 ___ ~-· Vr:J.,.,.Q_ TOTAL. --31,860,8~6.90 
COLUMBIA .. S.C. . __ _ . ___ --··---Y~T~D. BY .AGENCY..,. 
THRU .CSP CONTRACts 13,902t831.8l 
-
HISTORICAL RESEARCH CCfotfot ~ 
.COLUMBIA SC 
HOUSE Of REPRESEtilAli\IES 
COLUM81At S.C. 
QlRL V BY .CSP ·--......... , .......... 4Jt:zo·--·-OlR'-Y BY AGENCY 
V-T-0 8Y CSP , • f09.96 . V-T-0 By AGENCY . 
---··-· -----·-·-----------.Y~I.:eD BY-AGENCY""···-·-··· 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QfRLY BY CSP 
V-T-0 BY CSP 
1~,280.10--- .... QTRLY.BY.AGENCY ..... 
31t196.19 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 SV AGENCY-. 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.oo. Y~T~Q tOTAL 
.oo 
.00.. QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 . Y-l .. Q lQTAL 
---····--------····-- .. ___ THRU .CSP-CONTRACU-----·- - -----•00 ... 
HOUSING AUTHORITY, STATE 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
HUHAN AffAIRS, COMMISSION ON 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
QlRU BY CSP . 20 1 1164.4.. --- QTI.LY BY .AGENCY. 
.. Y~T-:oD BY CSt .................. .53,(90 • .31 .• -........ Y~'J~O 8Y AGENCY. 
QIRLY 1Y C:SP 
Y-T~D BY CSP 
. Y~T-0 8Y ACENCV-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
lt629.3l... ..QTRL V .. BY .AGENCY 
H, ~U.2<l -- -·- Y-:-J.,.,o BV AGENCY. 
• ........................... Y"':'J~D 8Y.AGENCY-,_ 
THRU CSP CONTRACT$ 
INDUSTRIAl. COHH. OF. S •. C. . QTRLY.BY CSP ------~----le!ll..,.5l----··QTRLY-BY-AGENCY .... -
Y-l:-D BY C.Sfl l.-, 101.22 ..... -- y.,.y,..o BY .AGENCY 
COLUMBIA, S. C. . V-T:-0 BY AGENCY-, 






.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.oo Y-1"':'0 TOUt. ... 
.oo 
. 463.93 QTRL y, TOTAL 
2,030.96 . Y~T-0 TOTAL 
668.51 
lh50I.:U.--- .QTU V lOUL ... 










lO,Ol8 .. 8oft 
46 ,368 .. 11 
'! 
:!1. 
~.rv· ., ... ,.,. 
, EDUCAIIONAL lElEYISION, S. C. 
ACCOUNfiNG DEPT. 
COLUHBIA, S. C •. 
ELECTION COHM. 
COCUHBIAt S. C. 
EMPlOYMENT SECURITY COHM. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
ENERGY, JOINT lEGISLAliYE COHM 
COLUH81At S. C. 
ENGINEERING EXAMINERS 80. 
COlUMBIA, S.C. 
ETHICS COMMISSION, STATE 
COlUMBIA, S. C. 
EXECUTIVE POLICY ' PROGRAMS• 
SC OFFICE Of 
COl UM81Aw S .t. 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, ST 80 
OF CONSUMER FINANCE OIV 
COlUH81A 1 S. C. 
lEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
GENERAl SERVICES QU,RlERlY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
FOR PERIOC 0~/0l/79 THROUGH 06/30179 
QTRLV BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY C.SP 
628,236.•U 
t,ou,eoa.1e 
QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y~T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY 8Y CSP....... ____ 2,:372.15 .. ~0-0 • QTRlY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY CSP ;~,128.68 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU .C.SP CONTRACTS 
QTRty BY CSP 204,~15.62 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-.. 1~0 BY CSP •.. ~7'h.:l5.18 Y-T-D .BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y AGEftCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY .CSP 
QTRL Y B'f CSP 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY DY CSP 
... Y-T-0 ... BY .. CSI' ....... 
QTRLY 8Y CSP 
V-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLV BY CSP 












QTRLY .BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T·D 8Y .ACENCV-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
.nRU .. CSP .. CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AC:ENCY 
-·--Y~l~O BY .AGENCY. 
___ Y~T-0. BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 IIY AGENCY 
__ Y~T-D .BY .AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
_ QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
..... THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
FINANCIAl INSTITUTIONS, STATE QTRLY BY CSP 630.11 QTRLY .BY AGENCY 
BOARD OF. EXAIHNING DIVISION .Y~~T~O BY tSP 
COLUMBIA, S. C .. 
FORESTRY COMMISSION, S.c •• QTRLY BY CSP 
Y- T-O BY .CSP 
COlUMBIA, S.C •• 
FRANCIS HARtON COllEGE QTRLY BY CSP 
OFF. Of BUSINESS AffAIRS-ACCt. Y-T-0 BY CSP 






lel21.~9 -··- .Y-1-D .BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AG£NCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
69l.Cl1.20 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
1 "131. ~5.8.lt Y-T-0 8Y AGeNCY 
.. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
T~RU CSP CONTRACTS 
56,166.12 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
150.~30.50 Y-T -0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
FISCAl YEAR 78-79 





CONTRACTORS LICENSING 80. 
COLUH81At S .. C. 
CORRECliONSo S.C. DEPT. Of. 
COLUMBIA. S. C. 
COSHETIC ART EXAMINERS 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, S.C. 
COLUMBIA. S .. C.· 
lEGlSLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
GENERAL SERVICES ~UIRlfRLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
fOR PERICO 0~/01/19 THROUGH 06130/79 
FISCAL YEAR 18•19 
RUN DATE 08/25/79 
PAGE 4 
QTRL~ BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BV CSP 
QlfU. V BY CSP 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y~T-0 BY CSP 
'URL Y BY .CSP 
Y-T-n BY CSP 
.00 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
.00 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y~T~D-BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
t,25J.eU.16 .. QTRLY BY AGENCY 
3,95!.185.15 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
·----------·---~-- THRU."'CSP .CONTRACTS . 
41t.86 QTRL Y 8Y AGENCY 
3~8.90 -----Y~T~O BY .AGENCY 
Y•T-0 BY .AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY.BY AGENCY 
.. Y-:-J-,0 BY AGENCY 
---'" -·~· __ y-J,.O .. BY AGENCY.., 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
6,982.17 QTRLY TOTAL 
6,982.17 V-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
1,248.960.98. .QTRLV TOTAL 
4,701,389.75 V-T-0 TOTAL 
lt3·U,515 .. 38 ............ . 
.oo CURLY TOTAL 
.• 00 ...... l-1-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
--
39,698.58 QlRL Y TOTAL 




2,506 1 806. H 





DAIRY COMMISSION OF •... S .... C .... ---·····-·· QTRLY .. IY CSP --·- _60.36----~QTRL'L.BY ~AGENCY .• .. . _____ ..•...• 00 _____ GIRL V .TOTAL 60.36 
365.32 Y-T-D 8Y .C.SP 365 .. 32. . .. y,...y-o BY AGfNCY .00 . Y-:-T-0 TOTAL 
COLUHBUe S. C. . .... y,...J-0 BY .AGfNCY-
.d THAU CSP .. CONTRAtTS - .... -- .• QQ. 
DEAF ' BLIND SCHOOL Of. S. c. QTRLY BY CSP l2t5~5.0l QTRLY BY AGENCY 117,699 .. 55 QTRLY TOTAL l90,241t.62 
SPARTAN BURG, S. C. 
OfNTISTflY, SC BOARD Of 
COLUMBIA, s. C. 
OfVElOPHENl 80ARO. SlATE 
ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
COlUH81Ae S • C. 
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY OFF 
COLUI'lUA SC 
EOUCAT ION OEPl • 
OffiCE OF 1RANSPORTA110N 
COLUHIHA. SC 
--·· --~--Y~I:-0 BY .C.SP -----------2U,.U2 .. 9L__.~.Y~T"'!'D.8Y .. .AGfNCY ___ -~9l.U6 .. 65 _______ Y~t..,..o TOTAL _____ 738,919.62 
. . . ... Y~I::-D BY .AGENCY.., .. 
THRU CSP CON1RAC1S 
- . 
QTRLY IV CSP .00. QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y•T-P IV CSP . 410.00 Y-J.,..O BY AGENCY 
-· ... . -- ---·- --·--·--------· y.,.J.,.D-BY._AGENCY""-. ·-· 
-----· THAU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY CSP. --~ ··--'" .. 5,~ftl.2l-~·-····QTRJ. Y .. 8LAGENCY 
V-T-0 BV CSP ~3,187.31 Y-T-0 BY .AGENCY 
Y-T~O 8Y AGENCY-
------------------------· __ :JHRU-.CSP .CONTRACTS..-. --
··-- -~----·-- ·-~. . ~-- --·-
QlRLY BY CSP . 201.11 ..... - ...... QTRLY .BY AGENCY 
. Y:-:T-0 BY .CSP. 11el98.96._ .... Y-T~D .8Y AGENCY .. " 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY~ 
lH~ C$P CONTRACTS 
240, U! .• U 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 







.00. QTRLY TOTAL 
.oo ....... Y-1~0 .TOTAL 
.oo 
~- -- -~-,~-~~~-- -· ... -.... -- --#-- --·-~-- ··--~-QTRLY BY CSP 
r~T-0 BY CSP 
.. 118,122.91... QTRLY. BY AGENCY 2,652,658.05.. QTRLY TOTAL 
l,21U,lo\O.U......... y...,y,..,o 8Y AGENCY 8,158, 711.29 Y,.-,T-0 TOTAL 
.'l...,T:-:0.-BY .AGENCY..., ... 









EOUC..UJON,. s. C .. DEPT. OF. _____ QTRLY IY CSP -···-···-··-·--U,Ut.55--.01Rl.V .. _BV._AGENCY .. ----········· l1,809.1!L .... - .. QTRLY.TOTAL .. _. ____ 142,201.10 
PURCHASING SECTION Y-T-0 BY CSP 28~S.E89.95 ____ y.,.f,.,D BY .. AGENCY .311.329.81. y.,J-O.lOTAL 657 1 219.71; 





--·c--lttRU CSP .. CONTR&Cl~---· 12,506.61 . 
.. ····-- ···---· 







LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
r
.if GSFAIU15 
GENERAL SERVICES tUA~TERLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BV AGENCY 
FOR PERIVO 0~/0l/19 THROUGH 06/30/19 
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DlV 
COlUMBIA SC 
CIULDREN'S BUtEAU OF .. S.C • 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
QTRi..Y 8Y CSP 
Y•l-0 BY CSP 
861.06 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
5, 113.95 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
. ·- ------Y-T-0 BY .AGENCY-_ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY CSP _ •..... , J,921.91t._. __ QTRL V BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 IY CSP 4,020.93 Y-l-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
··----· ....... ·-· THRU .. CSP UINTRAC.TS 
CHILIJRENS FOSTER CARE REVIEW QlRlY BY CSP 111.1~ QTRLY 8Y AC£:NCY 
80 ...... ____ -----· Y~l-:-0 BY .CSP 
COLUMBIA, S. C. 
CITADB., THE 
COHPTROLL EJI. 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
CLARK Hill AUTHORITY. 
MCCORMICK, S. C. 
CLEMSON ltHVERSITY 




CCHPTROtlfR GENERAL r S. C. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
COMPUJER SYSlEMS "GJ. DIY. 
COLUMBIA, SC 
CONFEDERATE RELIC It" & MUSEU" 
COLUH81A, S.C. 






QlRlY IIY CSP 
Y- T-D BY .C Sft 
Qlkl Y BY .. CSP 
Y-1-D BY CSP 
QtRLY 8Y CSP 
.... Y-:r~o. BY. CSP 
QTRLY IY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY 8W CSP 
.. Y-1~0 BY CSP 
QTRLY 8V CSP 
.Y-T-0 8Y CSP 
OTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 eY CSP 
_ ...... ··--- •n9.·H. ___ .. Y~T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
T~RU CSP CONTRACTS 
91,150.16 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
231;!11.38 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y:-T:-0 BY ... AGENCY-.... 
JHRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.• 4,201.15.. QTRLY .. 8Y. AGENCY. 
~~t310.2l .. Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y:-J-0 BY ACENCY-
_JHRU .. CSP .. UINTRACTS 
.00 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
.106 .. 47 .. _. _____ Y-:J-0 BY AGENCY ..... 
. V:-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
113,673.35 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
18tt182.47 Y-1-0 BY AGENCY 
-·- --- --- Y-J:-0 BY.AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
lCt 298.62 __ .. --- QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
~3,f33.l0 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y ACENCY-
THRU .CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
181.50 _ .. Y:-T:-0. BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-





QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY ACENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-1-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-


































fiSCAl YEAR 18-19 
RUN OATE 08/25/19 
PAGE 3 
QTRL V TOTAl 861.06 
Y-T-0 TOTAL 5,113.95 
QTIU Y. Hi tAL 2,750.19 
Y-T-0 lOUt 5.429.18 
QTRl Y TOlAl lll.H 
Y~T-0 TOtAL 93't .. 48 
QTRL Y TOTAL 505 ,an. 28 
Y-T-0 TOTAL 2,968 f 103.63 
QTRL Y lDTAl lh207.15 
. y.,-.T-0 TOTAL 4tH0.21 
QlRLY TOTAl .oo 
l-T-D lDlAL 106.47 
QlRLY TOTAL 6,224,685.1tl 
. l-T-D TOtAl 12,001,114.25 
QTRl Y TOUt 14 .uz .05 
'-l-0 TOTAl 5l,31t8.08 
QTRl 'Y HlTAL .oo 
Y-1-D TOtAL . 881.50 
QTRL Y lOUt 3,541.48 
Y-1-0 fOUL 1,:381.48 
QTRL'Y TOTAL 1.298.80 
Y-1-D TOTAl 28,989.85 
l I 




























't GSfARH5 lEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
GENERAl SERVICES CUIRlERlY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
fOR PEIJ(C 0~/01/79 THROUGH 06/30/19 
fiSCAl YEAR 18-79 




COL tJHD Ue S.c. 
AfrORNEV GENERAl'S OffiCE S.C. 
COlUHBI.A 1 S.C. 
- --- '" 
AUCTIONEERS COMM, SC 
COlUMBIA, S.c. 
QTIU. Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QlRLY ft'f CSP 
Y-T-D 8Y CSP 
··~-~ 
QJRlY BY CSP 
. Y-T-0 BY CSP .. 
··-·--·. 
AUDITORS OffiCE, S. C. QTRLY BY CSP 




QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-J~D-BY.ACENCV-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
12.~66.21 .QTRLY BY AGENCY 
94,128.12 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
·-------·-~ItflU .. CSP ... CONTRACTS ·-
100.98 
J08.0Q 
QTRL Y .. BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D 8\' AGENCY 
Y-t-0 8Y AGfHCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
2,,56.96 QTRlY BY AGENCY 
2C, 1'\9.65 .. Y~T-D BY AGENCY 
.... --Y~T-0 eY AGflltCY-
THRU CSP.CONTRAtl$ 
BARBER fXAHa it STATE BOARO .... Of __ QIRLY DY.£SP _ . ·-·-·"-~--'.709.00-0IR.LY.BY AGENCY 
Y..,-J:-0 BY .CSP ... $62.03 y.,.y.,.Q BY .AGENCY 
COLUMBIA, S. C. Y:-T:-0 BY AGENCY-
··---.THRU .. CSP CON.TRACTS. 
lel29.~9 QlRLY IOTAL 




Q lRL Y .TOTAL . 
Y-l,..O lOUL 
... ,._ .• 00...~.--.... 
.00 QTRLY lOTAL 
.oo. . . Y:::l-D lOlAl 
.oo 
411.92 QTRLY TOTAL 
3,922.~8 Y-T-0 TOlAL 
.oo 
.. c.. ..• OO •. QlRLY .. TOUL 












BliND, S. C. COMH. FOR THE QTRLY BY CSP 1,,541.03 QTRlY BY AGENCY 9e663.ll QTRLY TOTAL 95,210.1~ 
... ··-···· _______ _y.,.J~D .liY .CSP----~1'96,6011.5~---Y!:!I.,.o. 8'LAGENCY ·--·----.. ~n,3~2.8J ______ y.,.J,-,0 101AL.-........... _ 233,9Sl .. U 
COLUMBIA, S. C. Y~l:-0 BY . .AGENCY-
- lttl\0 CSP CONTRAClS .00 
I!UOGET & CONIROL 1!0., fIN;· 01 V QTRLY. 8Y CSP ...... -, -. i.\;-Jiz=····- ..... QJRLY BY AGENCY 
.00 QlRLY· TOTAL 
Y-T-0 IY CSP 81tU8.Zl y .... y,..p BY AGENCY 
COlUli&U, SC ..... ----~·~~~--- .. -~ .. ·-'----Y~J~D-BY.lGENCY.,. ........ -· ·--· 
9.88 v~T-D TOTAL 
6UO,EJ AND CONTROL BOARD 
Off Of THE EXECUTIVE OIM 
COlUMBIA, S. C .. 
BUDGET AND CONTROl BOARD 
OIV Of lOCAl GOVERNMENT 
COLUH81At S. C. 
CERTIFICATION Of ENV.SYSTEHS 
OPERATIONS, S. C. BOARD Of 
COlUHBIAt S. C. 
. CHARLESTON COllEGE Of ...... . 
C~ARLESTONa S. C. 
I 
..... 
'" N I 
. QlRLY 8Y CSP 
V-T-0 8'1 CSP 
IHRU .. CSP CONTRACts 
.. _.,1,H2.05 ....... ~QTfl.l Y .. 8\' .. AGENCY. 
~,814.10 Y-T-o BY AGENCY 
V~T-D 8Y AGENCY-
....... --·----· .. --·-.. -·--~· -THRU.CSP-.£0NTRAC1S ......... . 
QlRl Y BY .CSP 
.Y-J-:-0 BY CSP 
.00 ·- QTRlY. BY AGENCY 
810.00 ........ ,....Y~T:-0. OY .AGENCY .. 
Y-T-0 OY AGENCY~ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRlY BY CSP .00 . QTRL Y 8Y AGENCY . 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 1e006 •. U ........ Y-T-0. BY .AGENCY 
.. .............. -·~--·----Y~l~D .. BY. AGENCY-,. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
2,1gl .. U 
2t590.60 
.oo 
.... QlRL Y TOTAl .... 
y .... J-0 TOTAl 
...oo ... _ 
.00 QlRLY. TOTAL 
.00 ... ~-,l:-:-0 TOTAL 
.. oo 
.00 QlRLY TOTAl 
.00 Y-I~o TOTAL 
.oo 
QTRLY BY C:SP ------l.l,U8.6~L--GTlllY .. 8Y .. AGENCY .... _ ... ··----251,131.83. -- .QlRLlTOlAL . 
. V-T-D B't CSP. ... 222,~86.29. Y~l:-D. 8Y.AGENCY. 665,690.93 Y-T-D .. 101Al 
. y.,.y.,..o BY AGENCY~ 



























~' i GSFAR3l5 LEGISlATIVE AUDIT· COUNCIL 
GENERAL SERVICES QUJR1EPlY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY 
FOR PERIOC 04/01/79 THROUGH 06/30/19 
FISCAL YEAR 78-19 
RUN DATE 08/25/19 
PAGE 1 
ACCOUNTANCY. SC BOARD OF 
COLUHBIA, S.C. 
CHRtY 8Y CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
136.1~ QTRLY BY AGENCY 
5,~64.26 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
------·q Y~T-0. BY _AGENCY- .. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
ADJUTANT GENERAL 
.... ~-------OTRLY BY .CSP. ------- '•JOO.OO ------- QTill Y BY .AGENCY 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
Y-T-0 IV CSP 64.4i07.46 Y~T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-




COLUMBIA. S. C. 
AGING, S .. C .. COMMISSION ON ..... 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
AGR ICI.J.. JURE OEP T • S. C. 
COlUfHII A, S.C. 
QTRLY I!IY CSP 
.Y-1-::D. BY .CSP 
QTRLV BY CSP 
Y-T-P BY .CSP 
.&HilLY IY CSP. 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRU BY CSP 
.. Y-T-0 BY .. CSP. 
ALCOtDliC BEY. CONTROL COHH. QTRLY 8Y CSP 
Y-T-D 8Y CSP 
COLUMBIA. S.C. 
ALCOUOL & DRUG A8USE COMH. . QTRLY 8Y CSP 
V-1-0 8Y CSP 
COlUHBI At SC 
APPElLATE OffENSE SC COMH OF QTRL Y 8Y CSP 
• Y- T:-D BY .CSP 
COLUMBIA St 
ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINER'S QTRU BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
I COLUMBIA, S.C. 
j': 
. I 
t1 ARCHIVES ' HISTORY DEPT. QlRl \' BY C SP 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 
I~ COlUMBIA. s.c. 
'"' ! I 
t· ~ ... j N 
I "' '1 • 
- ._;.~',, •. _ ... T.t«U .. CSP CONTRACtS 
lt~.S6 QTRLY BY AGENCY 
816 .. 31 __ . Y-T:-0 BY AGENCY 
Y~T-0 BY ACENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
34.271.57... .. Qlltl Y BY AGENCY 
14.,915.1~ . Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
---· ..... ·-·----------·· t~J-0 BY .AGENCY-. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
571.6) ________ OTRLY. BY AGENCY ... 
1.441.02 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-. 
_ --·--·- ______ THRU CSP .. CONTRACTS 
48,~87.98 QTRLY BY ASENC.Y 
.127tll2.70 .• _..;..._,y-T-O BY .AGENCY 
. .......... Y-T-0 BY AGENCY:-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
134.00 QTRlY BY AGENCY 
10~t!26.66 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
----- Y-T:-0 BY. AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
lt381.44____ QTRLY BY AGENCY 
5,103.40 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-







QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-,J-0 BY .AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGfNCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QlRLY TOTAl 
.00 Y-t-D TOTAl 
.oo 
10&,312.00 QTRLY lOTAL--
,ft25,'913.33 Y~T-0 TOTAl 
.oo 
.oo QTI\lY 101AL 
.oo . 'V- T-D TOTAL 
.oo 
28.925.68 QTRL Y TOTAL 
113.626.06 Y-T-0 JOTAL 
·~·· 
.oo 
4-111.45 .. -· QTRL Y TOTAL . 
1e5H.95 Y-T-0 JOTAL 
.10.80 -
13t943.'91t QTRL Y TOTAl 
.. "12t 9'91.36 '· .. l'~J-D TOTAL 
30.618.15 
5,193.20 QTRLY TOTAL 
2lt05!J.. 02 '1-l-D TOTAL 
.oo 
Ut515.15 . QlRl Y TOTAL 
a~t.Z03.05 Y-1-0 TOtAL 
,, 11311.23 
.oo QTRL Y 1DlAL 
.oo y..,.y.,.o totAL 
.oo 
.oo QJRl Y TClll 
.oo V-1-D TOTAl 
.oo 
3' .. 351.29 QTRLY tOTAl 
•\3t84tlt.l~ . Y-1-D TOTAL 
.oo 
136. lit 













































The thrJSt of the-Accountability Act is to provide useful infor-
mation to the General Assembly. This volume has briefly described 
the types of data now available and has presented summaries of some 
of the data. ~fumy observers have commented that the State-level 
fiscal information system emerging from the Fiscal Accountability 
Act is channeling the State's use of its information resources in 
ways that greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of govern-
mental oversight. 
Several projects are underway which will further complement and 
improve the usefulness of the Fiscal Accountability Act data. Efforts 
to improve the comprehensiveness, accuracy and efficiency of the auto-
mated r~porting procedures are continuing. The Comptroller General, 
the State Auditor, the State Personnel Division, the Division of General 
Services, and many State agencies have responded very generously to the 
Audit Council's requests for advice and assistance in improving the 
efficiency of reporting. 
~bre detailed data is on file at the Audit Council. The nroject 
staff is prepared to answer inquiries, verify accuracy, prov-ide clari-
fications where needed, and discuss the data collection procedures. 
It is anticipated that the Fiscal Accountability Act data holdings 
will be a useful starting point for any person or agency that may need 
data involving State agencies. 
